Abstract. The maximum size of a bound cosmic structure is computed perturbatively as a function of its mass in the framework of the cubic galileon, proposed recently to model the dark energy of our Universe. Comparison of our results with observations constrains the matter-galileon coupling of the model to 0.033 α 0.17, thus improving previous bounds based solely on solar system physics.
Introduction
It is well known that so far the Λ-Cold Dark Matter (ΛCDM) model has passed in flying colours the cosmological observation tests, starting from the redshift of type Ia supernovae, the Hubble rate, the galaxy clustering and so on. The corresponding value of the cosmological constant, with a corresponding energy density determined to be of the order of (10 −3 eV ) 4 , tiny compared to any other scale of particle physics -with the exception of the neutrino mass spectrum -has no satisfactory explanation to date. Interpreted as the vacuum energy of the fundamental theory of nature, it is just fine tuned to the above value since no symmetry has so far been discovered, which would result in a naturally small value for it. One might hope that supersymmetry could be useful in relation to the cosmological constant problem [1] , but still there is no experimental or observational evidence for it. In addition, no convincing dynamical mechanism has so far been presented, which would explain the present small value of Λ as the evolution of an initially large value responsible for the inflationary period in the early universe, see e.g. [2] [3] [4] . As a result, we are instead facing the additional coincidence puzzle of why its corresponding energy density happened to be today of the same order of magnitude as the matter density in the Universe.
The above theoretical difficulty to attribute the observed anti-gravitational effects in nature to the workings of the rather mysterious cosmological constant, has triggered vigorous research for new gravity theories, which could describe satisfactorily the accelerating expansion of the Universe without the introduction of a cosmological constant, but, instead, by deviating from Einstein's General Relativity [5] . Such theories could predict time dependent dark energy density as opposed to Λ. We refer our reader to [6] for an interesting argument in favour of such dark energy candidates in a quite model independent way, based upon the Baryon Acoustic Oscillations data.
Among such theories, the class of "galileon models" were proposed as an alternative to the dark energy and have gained attention in recent years. Even though there are various kinds of fields which can in principle play the role of the galileon, the best understood paradigm and the one we shall focus on in what follows, is a scalar field φ coupled to gravity and with its action invariant under the shift symmetry in the flat spacetime, ∂ a φ → ∂ a φ + v a , where v a is a constant 1-form [7, 8] . There can be up to fourth order derivative terms admitting this symmetry in flat spacetimes. We refer our reader to [9] and references therein for a discussion of how the galileon can serve as an attractor towards the de Sitter spacetime.
The galileon is a generalization [10] of the so called Dvali-Gabadadze-Porrati massive gravity model [11] - [14] . As mentioned above, all such models contain non-linear derivative terms, which can describe the accelerated expansion of our universe at large scales. On the other hand, at small scales like e.g. the solar system, we must recover General Relativity in order to be consistent with the classic tests of Einstein's gravity. In order to achieve this, all such viable theories make use of the so-called "Vainshtein mechanism" (see [16] for a review and also references therein), whose function is precisely to screen the effects of the higher derivative terms at small length scales. The length scale inside which this mechanism is effective is known as the "Vainshtein radius". This feature of the model will play a crucial role in our study of the sizes of the galaxy clusters observed in our Universe.
Since the galileon does not exclude a cosmological term from the gravitational action, it is fair to say that at the quantum level the galileon models have not resolved the fine tuning problem of the cosmological constant. Thus, they suffer from it exactly like the ΛCDM paradigm. Nevertheless, these models have attracted considerable interest recently and are being studied on their own right as alternative phenomenologically viable theories of gravity. Thus, in [17] one may find a nonlinear analysis on structure formation in the context of the cubic galileon model without any explicit matter-galileon coupling. Furthermore, aspects of weak gravitational lensing in galileon models can be found in [18] , while e.g. [19] [20] [21] contain results on galileon physics with additional potential terms. Also, in the sector of stationary black holes, discussions on no hair theorem and their possible violations in the presence of the galileon can be found in e.g. [22, 23] .
The scalar galileon field couples to ordinary matter in order, in particular, to invoke the Vainshtein mechanism in the solar system. This results in non-geodesic motion for test particles. It is therefore interesting to study the phenomenology of the galileon-matter coupling parameter α, which violates the weak equivalence principle. The effect of such coupling in the context of Mercury's perihelion precession have for cubic galleons been analysed in [24] and for quartic in [25] . In particular, the analysis of Ref. [24] constrains α to |α| 0.3. Further generalization of such galileon models with two scalar fields and their phenomenological implications can be found in [26, 27] .
In this paper we shall investigate the prediction of the cubic galileon [28] (see also [29] and references therein) for the maximum sizes of large scale cosmic structures as a function of their mass and the matter-galileon coupling parameter α. The maximum size will be determined by the maximum turn around radius, i.e. the point where the gravitational attractive force due to matter distribution and the repulsive force due to the dark energy balance each other acting on a test particle. For test particles without any angular momentum, this radius naturally gives an estimate of the maximum size a cosmic bound structure of a given mass can have. In other words, the maximum turn around length scale is perhaps the unique arena in gravitational physics, where both the attraction due to matter and the repulsion due to the dark energy are equally important. The relation of the maximum size determined by the turnaround radius (as opposed to the more commonly used virial radius) to the mass of a cosmic structure is a recently proposed quite reliable observable [30] , which can effectively distinguish the various alternative cosmological models [31] and set constraints on their parameters [32] [33] [34] . We also refer our reader to [35] , for a discussion on general calculation of the turn around radius in alternative gravity theories admitting McVittie solutions (e.g. [36] and references therein).
The plan of this paper is as follows: In Section 2 we shall present the cubic galileon model, its field equations and the de Sitter attractor "vacuum" solution, which will constitute the background of interest to us. In Section 3 we shall perturb the background by the introduction of a spherical overdensity and study the maximum turnaround radius as the distance from its center where the radial acceleration vanishes. We shall chiefly use the framework of the cosmological perturbation theory developed in [30] [31] [32] , in the context of Einstein's gravity. Comparison with the observed values of size and mass of known bound structures, will lead to new bounds on the matter-galileon coupling α in Sec. 3, thus improving the existing ones based solely on solar system physics. We shall end with a brief summary.
We shall use mostly positive signature for the metric (−, +, +, +) and will set c = 1 throughout.
The model
The action of the cubic galileon model we will be studying reads [28, 29] ,
where g ab is the spacetime metric, φ is the galileon field, while k 2 , k 3 and M are parameters.
The parameter M , in particular, is related to the characteristic length scale of the theory and indeed we shall see that the Hubble horizon is of the order of ∼ M −1 here. The generic matter field Ψ m couples minimally to the effective or physical metric g ab = e 2αφ g ab , with α the matter-galileon coupling parameter. Due to this coupling, a test particle will fail to follow a geodesic with respect to the spacetime metric g ab . Such coupling could be thought of as motivated from the Brans-Dicke theory written in the Einstein frame (e.g. [5] ), where the conformal transformation in the Jordan frame generates such kind of non-minimal coupling between the metric and the scalar field, resulting in deviation from the geodesic motion. In particular, if we set k 3 = 0 in (2.1), we recover the Brans-Dicke theory in the Einstein frame.
It is evident that we may absorb the parameters k 2 and k 3 in the redefinitions of φ, M and α. However, we shall retain them for the time being for reasons that will soon become clear. The motivation behind our choice of the cubic galileon is the fact that it gives us a positive cosmological constant Λ, quite naturally, without needing to invoke it by hand, see [29] and references therein for details.
The equations of motion
To derive the equation for φ, note that the expressions for the matter energy-momentum tensor corresponding to the two metrics, g ab and g ab are given, respectively, by T matt.
Using the chain rule for the functional derivatives, we find T matt. ab = e 2αφ T matt.
ab
, from which we obtain T matt. = e 4αφ T matt. . Using these, we conclude that
Then we get the following equation of motion for φ
3)
The vector field
3) is called the galileon 4-current, which in the absence of matter or for conformally invariant fields is covariantly conserved, ∇ a J a = 0. Similarly, making use of the relations above, we obtain the equation of motion for the metric g ab ,
where T ab (φ) is the galileon energy-momentum tensor given by,
(2.5)
First, we shall deal with the Friedmann-Robertson-Walker cosmological spacetime. Assuming, in accordance with observations, a spatially flat homogeneous background 6) where J t = k 2φ − 3Hk 3φ 2 /M 2 , H =ȧ/a is the Hubble rate, ρ(t) and P (t) are the density and pressure corresponding to any other matter fields, T matt. ab in Eq. (2.4). All spatial components of the galileon current vanish identically due to the symmetry.
The de Sitter solution
Since the objective of the galileon is to mimic the dark energy, we should first check whether primarily it can give an expanding solution at all i.e. H > 0, even in the absence of any other matter field. For ρ(t) = 0, the second of Eqs. (2.6) gives
Thus we must have k 2 M 4 /3k 2 3φ 4 ≥ −1, in order for H to be real. Then the above solution can have expanding branches, for example, if we take k 3φ < 0, and the '-' sign. If we consider additional matter field, it will increase the Hubble rate as long as ρ(t) is positive, the second of Eqs. (2.6).
For example, for the 'dust' we have ρ(t) = ρ 0 /a 3 (t) (with a(t) ∼ t 2 3 ), where ρ 0 is a constant. For any other matter with an equation of state with parameter w > 0, the density ρ(t) will decay faster than this with respect to a(t). The first of Eqs. (2.6) now gives
where C 1 is an integration constant. Since we have already argued that 'turning on' the galileon should increase H(t), the scale factor a(t) appearing above should be faster than t 2 3 . Consequently, both the terms on the right hand side of the above equations vanish at late times, giving
an alternative expression for H to that of (2.7). Thus we have an expanding solution whenever k 2 k 3φ > 0. Moreover, whenφ is a constant, we clearly have a de Sitter space. In other words, for the linear ansatz [29] 
where φ 0 and φ 1 are constants, we get the de Sitter space with H = k 2 M 2 /(3k 3 φ 1 ).
The de Sitter solution thus found acts as an attractor, at least if we assume a perturbative expansion in the coupling parameter α. This can be seen by perturbing φ(t) → φ(t)+δφ(t) by invoking some matter density δρ(t) in Eq. (2.3). From our previous arguments, the resulting perturbation in the current, δJ t , behaves as ∼ (αt + C 1 )/a 3 (t). Now, up to O(α), we may take the scale factor to be the background de Sitter, resulting in a very fast decay. It is also clear that the contribution to the galileon energy-momentum tensor due to δφ(t) thus found will be O(α 2 ) times a function decreasing with time.
We now substitute the linear solution (2.10) into (2.5) to get 11) so that in order to get the equation of state for the cosmological constant, we must have k 2 < 0, and the de Sitter Hubble rate is given by
with Λ G the cosmological constant of this theory. Putting the above equation together with Eqs. (2.9), (2.10), we find that H ∼ M , thereby M determining the characteristic length scale of the theory, as we stated below Eq. (2.1). However, k 2 < 0 gives a wrong sign in the kinetic term of (2.1), apparently indicating ghost-like instability at very large length scales. This length scale is determined by the Vainshtein radius [28] . However, as was shown in that reference (see also [29] ), the perturbation of both the metric (due to matter) and the galileon field mix the spin-0 and spin-2 states. A diagonalization procedure then yields an effective metric through which the pure scalar (spin-0) mode propagates. It is the correct Lorentzian signature of the effective metric that ensures that the matter perturbation does not become superluminal and the stability in maintained. It turns out that the perturbation is perfectly stable inside the Vainshtein radius, whereas in order to investigate stability outside it, seemingly one needs to take into account the contribution of the homogeneous cosmological matter density into the Hubble rate, but it is not certain whether the theory remains stable via this prescription.
Nevertheless, we shall see below that as long as the matter-galileon coupling is 'small' but non-vanishing, the maximum turn around radius is always located inside the Vainshtein radius (see also [37] for a discussion on stability of structures in a Brans-Dicke extension of the galileon with a 'wrong' sign of the kinetic term, but without any reference to the maximum sizes of the structures). So, before prolonging the discussions on the stability, let us explicitly calculate the turn around radius first.
The maximum turn around radius
We shall now introduce spatial inhomogeneity into the de Sitter spacetime thus found, in order to describe and estimate the maximum sizes of the large scale cosmic structures. As we have discussed in Sec. 1, this will be determined by the maximum turn around radius. For that, we shall study the dynamics of a test fluid outside a cosmic structure formed by non-relativistic or cold dark matter [32] . We shall assume the structure spherical, in which case all its mass can be taken to be at the centre, r = 0. The size of a structure will be taken to be much large compared to its Schwarzschild radius. In addition, we shall ignore any background homogeneous matter density contribution outside the structure, which is the region of interest for our purpose. Finally, we shall restrict ourselves to linear order in the matter-galileon coupling α, as in the previous section and ignore galileon's backreaction on the spacetime metric. Nevertheless, since such coupling breaks the weak equivalence principle, it would affect the motion of a test fluid and hence, as we shall see, the turn around radius.
The situation is described by the McVittie spacetime (see e.g. [36] and references therein, also [38] ), for which the metric g ab reads, when we are much outside the Schwarzschild radius of the body,
where a(t) = e Ht , r 2 = x 2 + y 2 + z 2 and Φ(r, t) is the spherical gravitational potential generated by the central mass. The components of the Einstein tensor for this metric are given by
For the source of the inhomogeneity to be a point mass at rest at r = 0, the relevant energymomentum tensor is T matt. tt = mδ 3 ( ra(t)e αφ ), T matt.
ij
. Note that in the argument of the delta function, we have kept the full physical proper length appropriate in the frame of g ab = e 2αφ g ab , in accordance with (2.1). Clearly, as far as the physical mass is concerned, we must integrate T matt. tt over the proper spatial volume element ≡ e 3αφ a 3 (t)d 3 x, giving m. However, we note also that in the frame of g ab , integration of T tt yields a time dependent mass function, m(t) ≡ m/e 3αφ .
The length scale of the structures are essentially much smaller than the Hubble radius and hence the perturbation we are studying is subhorizon. Accordingly, we can ignore the temporal derivatives of the potential Φ(r, t) compared to its spatial derivatives. Then, while the spatially homogeneous part of the Einstein-galileon equations with k 2 < 0 gives the de Sitter universe as described in the previous section, the inhomogeneous perturbation gives the Poisson equation,
Integration of the above equation yields Newton's potential Φ = −G N m/(e 3αφ ra(t)) 1, with an effective time dependent mass function m(t) ≡ m/e 3αφ , in accordance with the preceding discussions. Clearly, for α = 0 this represents nothing but the Schwarzschild-de Sitter spacetime far away from the Schwarzschild radius written in the McVittie frame.
Certainly, the galileon will also receive a correction of O(α) due to the central mass, Eq. (2.3). However, this will give an O(α 2 ) term via the matter-galileon coupling, into the physical metric g ab = e 2αφ g ab . Since we are restricting ourselves to linear order in α throughout, we shall ignore such correction.
Let us now study the dynamics of a non-relativistic test fluid with density δρ(t, x i ). Let the spatial velocity of the fluid with respect to the frame of g ab be v i = dx i /dt. Since the fluid is assumed to be non-relativistic, this velocity will be 'small'. We take the energy-momentum tensor of the total fluid to be, to O(v i ),
where ρ and δρ correspond respectively to the energy density of the central effective point mass and the test fluid. Eq. (2.4) shows that we can use the conservation equation for the matter field with respect to g ab , yielding
The proper length which a test fluid element experiences in the physical metric g ab is given by, r i = a(t)e αφ r i , with r i = x, y, z. We compute the proper or physical velocity and acceleration for this length by differentiating d r i with respect to dt = e αφ dt,
where in the last equation we have ignored second order term containing both α and v i . The turn around radius is defined as the point where the physical acceleration vanishes, d 2 r i /dt 2 = 0. We use the second of Eqs. (3.5) into (3.7) and multiply it by e αφ . Also using spherical symmetry r i = r and substituting Φ = −G N m/(ra(t)e 3αφ ), we obtain
which, using a(t) = e Ht gives the maximum turn around radius to O(α),
If we set α = 0 above, we recover the maximum turn around radius for the ΛCDM model [32] . Using Eqs. (2.9), (2.10) and (2.12) the above equation becomes
This expression gives the effect of the matter galileon coupling upon the turn around radius. Now, the analysis with the Einstein gravity made in [32] shows that for the largest cosmic structures like galaxy clusters with masses as large as 10 15 M (e.g., the Virgo cluster, M ∼ 10 15 M ), the maximum turn around radii are only about 10% larger than their actual observed sizes. In other words, any theory predicting the maximum sizes of those particular cosmic structures can be at most 10% less than the prediction of ΛCDM. We now set k 2 = −1. Clearly, this corresponds to the scaling φ → |k 2 |φ, α → α/|k 2 | and
in the action, (2.1). If we take Λ G above to be the Λ of Einstein's theory, assume α to be positive, we find from the above criterion of stability that α < 0.17. We cannot conclude anything specific if α is negative, from this discussion.
But there is still a caveat in the stability issue -i.e. the Vainshtein radius which we have not addressed yet explicitly. Our prediction of the maximum turn around radius can be safely trusted only if it lies inside that radius, as discussed at the end of the previous section. For this model the expression for the Vainshtein radius is given by, with k 2 = −1 [29] ,
The above radius is written in the frame of g ab . However, note that in order to get the effect of the matter-galileon coupling, we must take the mass m appearing above to be time dependent, m(t) ≡ m e −3αφ , as pointed out earlier. Then we have in the physical frame
In order to compare this with R TA,max. , we use Eqs. (2.9), (2.12) to get
Thus, the Vainshtein radius is larger than the maximum turn around one for α 0.033. Note, in particular, that for α ≤ 0 the R TA,max lies in the potentially unstable regime, while for α = 0.17 R V 1.16 R TA,max . In other words, the consideration of the Vainshtein radius determines the sign of α and also offers us a lower bound. Note also that the upper bound we have found on α is about 50% improvement than that found from the solar system phenomenology, α 0.3 [24] .
We shall now make a plot of the various parameters of the theory based on the bound 0.033 α 0.17. Let Λ 0 (∼ 10 −52 m −2 ) be the value of the cosmological constant in ΛCDM. We write Λ G = g 3 Λ 0 , g being a dimensionless real number. Let R 0 TA, max. be the maximum turn around radius in ΛCDM and let us also define a dimensionless number, q = R TA,max. / R 0 TA,max. . Putting these all in together, Eq. (3.10) becomes 14) where α = 0 and g = 1 gives q = 1 corresponding to ΛCDM. We have a minimum value of α = 0.033, which for g = 1, gives q = 0.98. Using these ranges, we determine how much Λ G could be bigger than Λ 0 , in Fig. 1 . 
Summary and outlook
We have studied the maximum turnaround radius in the context of the cubic galileon model in the presence of a weak non-vanishing matter-galileon coupling. We used the de Sitter vacuum background space of this theory and the matter-galileon coupling, in order to estimate perturbatively the maximum allowed sizes of cosmic structures. The observational data and the requirement that the structures should lie inside the Vainshtein radius gave us a bound on the matter-galileon coupling constant α, 0.033 α 0.17, thereby improving the existing bound |α| 0.3 [24] found on the basis of solar system phenomenology. While it is not completely clear whether this theory is free from ghost instability outside the Vainshtein radius, our analysis guarantees the structures to remain inside it, and hence their stability. Hopefully this is a step towards understanding this particularly simple model of the galileon family.
We note a possible weakness [36] of the McVittie spacetime we used here. Precisely, all McVittie descriptions take the background matter density to be homogeneous, ρ ≡ ρ(τ ), in addition to the usual, central overdensity. But it is natural to expect the overdensity to induce some inhomogeneity in the background density as well, due to the breaking of the maximal spatial symmetry. While this could be a possible concern in the strong gravity regime, where we are close to the Schwarzschild radius, in the framework of the cosmological perturbation theory such as our current analysis, where we are much outside the Schwarzschild radius of the central object, the McVittie description may well be a reasonable approximation.
Before we end, we mention here a plausible way to deal with the possible ghost instability of this theory outside the Vainshtein radius (Sec. 2.2), by putting in some extra ingredients. Precisely, let us multiply the kinetic term in (2.1) with some ζ(φ) and add a potential V (φ) as well. These additions should be such that firstly, ζ(φ) is +1 and V (φ) → 0 inside the Vainshtein radius, so that the theory is effectively the same as what we have considered so far. On the other hand at very large length scales, we must have ζ(φ) < 0 in order to avoid the ghost instability. Since the largest scales are probed only by 'low' momenta, we expect only the quadratic term in (2.1) to be functional there. In that case it is easy to see that the theory fails to satisfy the strong energy condition (≡ ρ + 3P < 0, necessary to drive the accelerated expansion) unless we add an appropriate potential, too. A reasonable question would then be, why we are interested in this particular theory, instead of some other dark energy model with a potential, such as the quintessence [39] ? This is because the cubic galileons, as we have seen, could mimic the ΛCDM model very well, but with a very important qualitative departure -the deviation from the geodesic equation (Sec. 3). Such departures are always interesting in their own right, in order to distinguish how fundamentally different a model is, from the ΛCDM. Nevertheless, this proposal needs to be actually demonstrated to work well, which we plan to do in a future publication.
Perhaps the necessity of the above extension is further emphasized when we consider (2.1) from a standard field theoretic point of view, as the theory is expected to become strongly coupled above its characteristic mass scale, M . For a large class of galileon models with potentials, it has been shown recently in [40] , using effective action calculations for a slow role inflation, that this apparent feature is not indeed the case -the actual strong coupling scale is much higher than the characteristic mass scale. The particular theory we are addressing currently, needs to be checked in that way as well, after we find its appropriate extension with potential to avoid the ghost instability, as proposed in the preceding paragraph.
An important question now would be : why were we so much interested in making the maximum allowable sizes of structures to be smaller than the Vainshtein radius, provided there is indeed some way to avoid the ghost instability outside it? Note that this means α < 0 in (3.13), which would give no constraint on it, whatsoever. However, this would lead to a new problem as follows. On or in an infinitesimal neighborhood of the Vainshtein radius, the galileon field is expected to become non-perturbative [29] . Consequently, the equation of motion for a massive test particle, u a ∇ a u b = α∇ b φ, gets a non-perturbative contribution from the galileon field there, too. Had R TA, Max indeed been larger than R V , the actual surface of the structures we have considered would have been closer to R V than R TA, Max , and such non-perturbative effect would have been reflected upon the motion of the members of a structure, residing just on the surface of it. There is no observational indication of such peculiarilty of motion or 'large' departure from geodesics, as far as the length scales of structures are concerned.
The extension of the turn around radius calculation to the next order of our perturbation scheme, by taking into account backreaction and O(α 2 ) effects, is also important in order to confirm the stability of our conclusions. We hope to perform this analysis in the not too distant future.
